
Wendesday 



 At Wednesday we started our trip to Zagreb at 7:30 and it took us four hours to get to 

Zagreb. 

 We got an invitation from the house of Europe where we listened to two presentations. 

 The first presentation was held by the representative of the EU Commision in Croatia 

named Branko Baričević and it lasted from 12:00 to 12:45. 

 



 He started the presentation by asking us questions such as: „Do you feel 

European” and „What is the first thing that comes to mind when you are 

thinking about the European Union“. 

 After that we asked him various quenstions about the EU, politics and articles 

we were interested in. 

 We also talked about the EU election and how such a low number of people go 

out to vote. 

 



 On the second presentation we talked about the EU and online media 

 We  talked about the safety of the Internet in the EU and some main focus 

points for the EU: 

 Transparency 

 Media diversity 

 Encouragement of independent fact-checkers 



 We mentioned fake news and good ways to protect ourselves from them 

 We established that young people are more proficient in recognising fake 

news. 

 Fake news is purposely created to be clicked on and become popular, once it 

becomes popular it earns a lot of money for the people who published the 

story. 

 People also make fake news to create disorder and scandals.  



 After the presentations, we were divided into three groups and a few 

students from Zagreb gave us a tour through the city. 

  Each group visited the Cathedral, St. Marc’s Church, the Museum. We also 

saw the University and Fountain Fisher. 

 After that all the students were given an hour and half of free time. 

 





 We met again at quarter to six in front of the European House to take the bus 

back to Zadar.  

 We spent nearly four hours inside the bus and since everybody was so tired, a 

lot of people fell asleep.  

 We were lucky because the weather was great and we had so much fun! 
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